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The application of deep learning to a diverse array of research problems has accelerated
progress across many fields, bringing conventional paradigms to a new intelligent era. Just
as the roles of instrumentation in the old chemical revolutions, we reinforce the necessity
for integrating deep learning in molecular systems engineering and design as a
transformative catalyst towards the next chemical revolution. To meet such research
needs, we summarize advances and progress across several key elements of molecular
systems: molecular representation, property estimation, representation learning, and
synthesis planning. We further spotlight recent advances and promising directions for
several deep learning architectures, methods, and optimization platforms. Our perspective
is of interest to both computational and experimental researchers as it aims to chart a path
forward for cross-disciplinary collaborations on synthesizing knowledge from available
chemical data and guiding experimental efforts.
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INTRODUCTION

Chemicals play a central role not only in finding solutions to many pressing issues, but also in
sustainably developing the global economy (Miodownik, 2015). Several chemical inventions have
had profound impacts on our lives, like the pivotal roles of synthetic fertilizers and industrial catalysis
in our food-energy-water nexus (Hagen, 2015; Garcia and You, 2016; Garcia and You, 2017). Many
past developments, however, have arisen from accidental or heuristic rule-based experiments while
being restricted by time and resources, and to a small class of molecular structures (Gani, 2004;
Austin et al., 2016). From a chemical engineering viewpoint, another complexity dimension to the
development of new chemicals lies in the multi-scale nature of chemical products and processes
(Alshehri et al., 2020; Zhang et al., 2020). As chemicals offer hope for addressing urgent needs,
persisting to perceive current design difficulties to be solely a result of molecular complexities can
lead global environmental efforts to fall far short of 2,030 targets (Miodownik, 2015). As seen, a shift
from the current paradigm is needed to allow new drivers of innovations in chemical-based products
and processes to take root.

Deep learning has emerged to transformmany elements of today’s services and technologies, from
search engines to robots and recommendation systems (LeCun et al., 2015). Deep neural network
architectures have outperformed many hand-crafted and traditional AI methods and remain to hold
state-of-the-art performances on many complex learning tasks. As deep learning algorithms become
increasingly sophisticated in processing complex information, their applications have bourgeoned
across chemical engineering, including in molecular design (Alshehri et al., 2020), computational
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chemistry (Cova and Pais, 2019), and control and optimization
(Ning and You, 2019; Pappas et al., 2021). Notably, deep learning
has made a breakthrough in biological research by beating
decades of theoretical and experimental work on predicting
the 3D structure of a protein from its genetic sequence (Senior
et al., 2020). As seen, the potential for a transformative paradigm
shift in chemical engineering with deep learning has never been as
accessible and urgent as it is today.

Within the ever-developing deep learning architectures and
algorithms, remarkable progress across several learning tasks has
been attributed to attention-based neural network architectures
(Transformers) (Vaswani et al., 2017). Since their debut in 2017
for language tasks, applications of transformers have moved to
vision tasks (Dosovitskiy et al., 2020), reinforcement learning
(RL) (Parisotto et al., 2020), and sequencing proteins (Rao et al.,
2021), matching or exceeding the performance of conventional
neural networks (Lu et al., 2021). Besides, developments in deep
learning have transcended the Euclidian domains to approach
problems operating in the graph and manifold domains, such as
molecules, with graph neural networks (GNNs) (Monti et al.,
2017; Zhou et al., 2018). While such developments arose in the
supervised learning framework of deep learning, gleaning deeper
knowledge across different domains has recently been
demonstrated by the self-supervised learning framework
(Baevski et al., 2020; LeCun and Misra, 2021). Advances in
deep learning also extend to integrated platforms as in self-
driving laboratories (Schwaller et al., 2018; MacLeod et al.,
2020), and the interpretability of models as a result of medical
and scientific applications (Gunning et al., 2019; Tjoa and Guan,
2020). We envisage that recent advances in deep learning offer

opportunities for rapid and exciting developments in the design
of new chemical products and processes. Such developments can
be realized more efficiently through integrating scientific and
engineering domain knowledge to decide on molecular
representation, modeling, and physical constraints.

Herein, we first present the current status of deep learning
applications to chemicals design, namely, molecular
representation, property estimation, representation learning,
and synthesis planning as shown in Figure 1. Then, we
discuss and describe the new trends and open research lines
related to deep learning-based chemical products and process
design. Finally, the article concludes with an outlook on future
directions and recommendations.

BACKGROUND

In this section, we provide brief descriptions of key areas in
molecular systems engineering and design. Their respective
advances are also discussed with respect to promising
applications, current state-of-the-art performances, and major
limitations. For more extensive discussions on the elements, we
point the interested reader to reviews on machine learning
techniques for chemical systems (Butler et al., 2018),
molecular design (Alshehri et al., 2020), and synthesis
planning (Coley et al., 2018).

Molecular Design
Traditionally, molecular design involves the development of
molecular representation for predicting physicochemical

FIGURE 1 | A high-level description of prominent deep learning applications involved in molecular systems engineering and design.
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properties, and the application of optimization for finding
molecules that satisfy specific property targets (Gani, 2004).
Essentially, the molecular design task can be decomposed into
separate components, each representing a decision or learning
task. The first decision is concerned with molecular
representations, which fall into different categories, such as
dimensionality (1D, 2D, or 3D) or data type (numeric, text, or
graphs) (Alshehri et al., 2020). This decision is followed by the
development of rule-based (Gani, 2019) or learning-based
(Gomez-Bombarelli et al., 2018) representations of molecules,
which encode/decode a given molecular representation into/from
discrete or continuous numerical data. Last, the learned
representations of molecules are exploited to learn property
models relating molecular structures to their physicochemical
properties. These several components are then embedded into a
computational optimization framework that seeks to generate
promising structures for experimental validation.

Molecular Representation
The digital encoding of an expressive molecular structure
representation is at the core of the molecular design learning
task. Popular representations in molecular design and discovery
are divided into two categories: two-dimensional and three-
dimensional. The proper choice of a molecular representation
is reliant on the domain knowledge of the problem at hand as well
as the deep learning architecture that will be used. Yet, the
selection of the best-performing representation for a learning
task is not always clear, persisting as an open research avenue in
cheminformatics (Butler et al., 2018).

In deep learning applications, two-dimensional
representations have enjoyed remarkable success even though
their use entails the loss of conformational and bond distance
information (Goh et al., 2017). The most popular 2D
representation by far is the string-based Simplified Molecular
Input Line Entry System (SMILES) representation (Weininger,
1988). Motivated by the limitations of SMILES, SELF-referencIng
Embedded Strings (SELFIES) was also developed to create robust
representations, ensuring any random combination of characters
corresponds to a valid molecule (Krenn et al., 2020). On the other
hand, the translational, rotational, and permutation variances of
3D representations have long rendered describing molecules in
the 3D space challenging in deep generative models (Goh et al.,
2017). Molecular representations in generative modeling remain
predominantly two-dimensional. However, recent advances in
GNNs and their variants (Schütt et al., 2017; Gao et al., 2018) have
addressed many limitations encountered in applying 3D
representations, opening unexplored avenues of research
(Sourek et al., 2020).

Representation Learning
The choice of molecular representation (input) on which deep
learning methods are implemented has a significant impact on
their performance. As such, the design of generative models that
support successful deep learning applications consumes a large
portion of the efforts in creating frameworks for molecular
design. Typically, the original molecular representation is
transformed across several neural networks into a numerical

representation, from which the original molecular
representation can also be reconstructed. During the
optimization process of these networks, higher and lower-level
features of the molecular representations are encoded into the so-
called latent or hidden space. In the space, each molecular
structure corresponds to a latent representation, which is often
a vector of real values. The goal of such generative models is to
learn expressive continuous representations that are extended to
enhance the optimization of properties and generation of novel
promising molecules (Goodfellow et al., 2016; Sanchez-Lengeling
and Aspuru-Guzik, 2018).

A diverse array of generative models and frameworks have
been applied to not only developing representations, but also
controlling the generative task towards objectives. Some have
observed that variational autoencoders (VAE) achieve higher
generalizability in learning molecular representations by
optimizing the latent space over a fixed vector size (Gomez-
Bombarelli et al., 2018). Other methods such as generative
adversarial networks and recurrent neural networks have also
shown promising results in molecular design by controlling the
generation process with RL or property objectives (Popova et al.,
2018; Jin et al., 2019). Given the growing interest in generative
modeling from the deep learning community, applications of
more complex and hybrid approaches have also been proposed
(Griffiths and Hernandez-Lobato, 2020; Maziarka et al., 2020).
Two benchmarking platforms have been developed for evaluating
distinct elements of the representations learned by generative
models, including validity, novelty, diversity, and uniqueness
(Brown et al., 2019; Polykovskiy et al., 2020). The capability to
learn a domain-invariant molecular representation on different
scales of complexity to generative valid and novel molecules
remains a key limitation.

Property Estimation
Property estimation models are instrumental in guiding the
design of molecular solutions as such models aim to capture
the underlying behavior of the molecular system governed by
thermodynamics (Gani, 2019). The purpose of such models is to
reduce the time and cost associated with experimental screening
while significantly expanding the size of the design space. When
learning quantitative structure-property relationship functions,
deep learning algorithms systematically search the hypothesis
space and uncover complex relationships that would otherwise be
too complex to conceptualize by experts (LeCun et al., 2015). As
such, deep learning applications have brought a ground-breaking
leap in building accurate property estimation models in terms of
accuracy and applicability using a wide array of molecular
representations (Walters and Barzilay, 2020).

Advances in property estimation models are twofold:
involving the use of more sophisticated molecular
representations and advanced deep learning architectures.
Earlier models employed simple molecular representations,
such as fingerprints, descriptors, and functional groups (Pyzer-
Knapp et al., 2015; Zhang et al., 2018). Propelled by progress in
computer vision and language models, recent applications have
exploited more informative and invertible graph representations
and string-based embedding (Su et al., 2019; Ma et al., 2020a). On
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the other hand, algorithmic and architectural advances have led
to remarkable accuracy improvements across different datasets
and properties. For example, transfer learning has closed the gap
between predictive models and quantum chemistry calculations
for estimating the formation energy (Jha et al., 2019), and
Bayesian networks were applied to provide uncertainty-
calibrated estimates (Zhang, 2019). To the best of our
knowledge, a self-supervised graph transformer with transfer
learning holds the current state-of-the-art performance on 11
challenging property classification and regression benchmarks
(Rong et al., 2020). Despite such a ground-breaking leap, the
paucity of property data stands as a major limitation to
establishing confidence in deep predictive models as they are
data-intensive. The complexity of such an issue is compounded
for multiscale problems when products and processes are
considered (Alshehri et al., 2020).

Synthesis Planning
Synthesis planning (retrosynthesis) is the process of identifying a
sequence of chemical reactions to produce a target molecule from
available precursors. The combinatorial problem can also be
approached from the backward route by the recursive selection
of precursors of a target molecule. Efforts in molecular design
have long been devoted to measuring the accessibility of
candidate molecules from a synthesis standpoint through the
conventional use of synthetic accessibility scores, and expert-
crafted rules. An alternative route, deep learning, has brought a
successful paradigm shift, surpassing 6 decades of conventional
efforts through using deep learning-based models for learning to
rank potential precursors. These models mimic expert’s synthesis
decision-making to identify promising routes, avoid reactivity
conflicts, and estimate reaction mechanisms (Coley et al., 2018;
Segler et al., 2018a).

Inspired by advances in recommender systems, several data-
driven models have been devised by exploiting large reaction
databases to approach the forward and backward synthesis
problem. As synthesis planning is a multistep process,
complexities are circumvented through preprocessing and
simplification steps, such as classifying reaction feasibility
(Segler et al., 2018b), predicting reactions from the manual
applications of mechanistic rules (Fooshee et al., 2018), and
ranking relevant templates (Segler and Waller, 2017).
Notable advances in synthesis planning came from hybrid
approaches combining template-based forward enumeration
and deep learning-based candidate ranking to predict the
product(s) of reactions (Coley et al., 2018). Transformer
architectures have resulted in several effective models,
pushing the state-of-the-art performances on predicting both
single-step reactions (Tetko et al., 2020), and multistep
retrosynthesis (Lin et al., 2020; Schwaller et al., 2020).
Further, handling retrosynthesis planning as a set of logic
rules and a conditional graphical model using GNNs has
shown significant improvements on common benchmarks
(Dai et al., 2020). However, major limitations in data-driven
synthesis planning include the absence of detailed final product
distribution (concentrations), and expanding the predictive
capabilities to cover side reactions.

PERSPECTIVES

In this section, we offer our perspective on the most promising
directions in deep learning relative to the gaps in the current
applications of deep learning to molecular systems engineering
and design. To envision the path forward, we distill relevant
trends and advances in deep learning that have resulted in recent
breakthroughs and state-of-the-art results with connections to
molecular systems. On the molecular representation task, we
describe advances in transformers and GNNs as ideal future
directions for dealing with sequential 2D data and 3D molecular
representations, respectively. As a step towards moving beyond
fitting data to functions, we highlight the exploratory application
of deep learning with self-supervised learning (SSL). Design
platforms are also discussed to offer our views on the
systematic multiscale modeling and optimization of molecular
systems. The first three approaches are depicted in Figure 2.

Transformers for Molecules and Beyond
Given the sequential nature of many molecular representations
and reactions, the transformer architecture (Vaswani et al., 2017)
has proven to be powerful enough to provide state-of-the-art
results on many complex tasks through attention mechanisms.
Additionally, the architectures have recently shown to possess
generalization capabilities that can be transferred from one
modality to another (Lu et al., 2021). Such feature allows for
transferring learned knowledge from language models to and
between, for example, different physicochemical properties at 1%
of the required computational power for training. As such, by
combining the powers of transformers and transfer learning, we
foresee that the application of larger transformer models would
catalyze the pace of innovation in molecular engineering and
design. Further, although transformer models maintain state-of-
the-art performances on property prediction (Rong et al., 2020)
and synthesis planning (Tetko et al., 2020), advances around
attention-based structured knowledge unlock the potential to
explore structural properties and lead to potential
improvements. The augmentation of knowledge graphs also
presents a clear advantage in reducing the need for complex
statistical reasoning as many of the chemical/physical features are
encoded within the graphs (Reis et al., 2021). As seen, more
complex models and advanced data representations, such as
graph theory-based embedding (Yun et al., 2019), are
projected to hold remarkable progress in constructing more
powerful models.

Self-Supervised Learning for Autonomous
Exploration
For deep learning models to bring AI systems closer to chemist-
level intelligence, they would need to obtain a nuanced and deep
understanding of the phenomena behind data. Experts in the field
of deep learning believe that SSL is a major exciting direction
towards constructing background knowledge and common sense
from deep learning (Ravanelli et al., 2020; LeCun and Misra,
2021). Indeed, it is observed that many models trained using SSL
yield considerably higher performance than their supervised
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counterparts by learning “more” from the data (Liu et al., 2019;
Baevski et al., 2020). In SSL, the general technique is to predict a
masked or unobserved part of the input. For example, we can
predict hidden parts of molecules or unobserved properties from
the observed molecule by jointly learning the embedding of
molecules and properties. The same masking procedure can
also be applied to synthesis planning where parts of the
experimental parameters (reactants, reagents, catalysts,
temperature, concentrations, time, etc.) are hidden. This
technique expresses the observed and unobserved parts as an
energy-based model that captures the compatibility of the two
parts, and maximizes the compatibility of unseen observations.
Given the scale and complexity of current molecular dataset, we
anticipate that SSL approaches could lead to performance
improvements in training molecular design models. Moreover,
insights into chemical properties and reactions can be derived
from the exploratory application of SSL to property estimation
and synthesis planning.

Graph Neural Networks for the 3DModeling
of Molecules
As a result of the expressive ability of learned molecular
representations, GNNs have become quite popular for deep
learning on molecules, especially for property estimation. Yet,
for example, when property data are limited, the highly
dimensional representations of GNNs become more susceptible
to overfitting than other molecular representations as molecular
fingerprints. It has been shown that such a drawback for molecular
data can be alleviated by pretraining and meta-learning (Pappu
and Paige, 2020). A promising direction for applying GNNs to
chemical structures is the use of graph transformer networks (Yun
et al., 2019), which exploits attention mechanisms and the
expression of heterogeneous edges and nodes. Moreover, the
use of 3D molecular representations offers a window into
model interpretability and explainability. Consequently, deep
learning models could better understand model reasoning and
synthesize chemical knowledge as shown in synthesis planning

FIGURE 2 | An illustrative schematic of three promising applications of deep learning to molecular design. In self-supervised learning, this is a masked property-
structure model, which is an instance of contrastive self-supervised learning. In the model, parts of some molecules are masked and properties are used to reconstruct
the molecule from its masked/corrupted version.
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(Dai et al., 2020). It is worth noting that graph neural networks
have also been extended to several chemical engineering
applications, such as control (Wang et al., 2018), process
scheduling (Ma et al., 2020b), fault diagnosis (Wu and Zhao,
2021), among others. In the realm of molecular systems,
applications of GNNs have reaped numerous successes. Yet,
such networks remain limited in scalability and depth (Zhou
et al., 2018), and future algorithmic advances in GNNs will play a
role in expanding their application to chemical engineering data.

Optimization Platforms for Integrated
Multiscale Design
The application of deep learning to molecular systems engineering
and design is merely a stepping stone toward building multifaceted
systems that concurrently integrate nanoscale and macroscale
decisions (Pistikopoulos et al., 2021). The development of such
systems requires synergetic interactions between the key elements
underlying the molecular system as well as the optimization
framework exploiting the mathematical structure to find
solutions. Currently, there is no published work that considers
the simultaneous optimization of molecular design, synthesis
routes, and product/process design. As the design space of
multiscale molecular systems expands, the need for more efficient
optimization strategies controlled by uncertainties present in the
data becomes more critical (Alshehri et al., 2020). RL attempts to
learn an optimal policy (mapping) of decisions to actions that
maximizes the rewards across a single or multiple objective(s).
Thereby, the policy extracts patterns from the data to strike a
balance between exploration and exploitation in the search for
optimality (Nian et al., 2020). A current focus in RL research is
centered around creating systems that learn more efficiently with
remarkable recent advances in causal discovery (Zhu et al., 2019) and
meta-learning (Co-Reyes et al., 2021). Looking ahead, the RL
framework holds the potential to improve solutions across many
complex chemical engineering problems, such as scheduling (Hubbs
et al., 2020), control (Shin et al., 2019), and process optimization
(Petsagkourakis et al., 2020). The framework is also a viable
alternative to exact optimization-based approaches for large
design spaces. Furthermore, the use of RL as an optimization
framework is ideal for integrating multiple facets into the design,
such as automated robotics in self-driving laboratories for molecular
validation (Roch et al., 2018).

OUTLOOK

Integrating nanoscale decisions (molecules) with macroscale
behaviors and properties of chemical systems has been an
open challenge to the chemical engineering community
(Pistikopoulos et al., 2021). Yet, rapid progress in molecular
engineering and design has been enabled by advances in deep
learning architectures and algorithms, as well as the availability of
large chemical informatics and datasets. Looking ahead, much of
the remaining work is perceived as being reliant on innovations
around developing expressive representation encoding physics
and chemistry theory and building multifaceted frameworks.
Applicable developments in such areas are central to allowing
data-driven models to assist decisions in molecular systems
engineering and design, which is critical to solving pressing
problems in the chemical, agriculture, energy, and healthcare
industries.

Advances in graph representations and deep attention-based
architectures have shown the capacity to encode more relevant
graphical data, and meaningful patterns, respectively. As a result,
the error gap between experimental data and predictions in the
field keeps shrinking, building the momentum to break the
barriers for general-purpose molecular design frameworks.
Still, many challenges persist, from the quality of generative
and multistep synthesis models, to interpretability and
expressivity of property estimation models and molecular
representations. With the “black-box” nature of deep learning
as a common barrier to adoption, SSL, uncertainty estimation
(Loquercio et al., 2020), and interpretability (Preuer et al., 2019;
Arrieta et al., 2020) offer quantitative descriptions of error and a
better in-depth understating of decisions.
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